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Stroboscope or camera? - Stroboscope plus camera! 
RHEINTACHO Vision Systems and RHEINTACHO Messtechnik at the Labelexpo 

Auto-sync by laser beam, hybrid inspection system, compact stationary stroboscope - at 
RHEINTACHO you will find an impressive selection of innovations in Brussels in 2017. 

However, the most important news this year is not directly product related: 

Effective April, 1st, 2017, RHEINTACHO took over the activities of ERGECA (RGK Video 
Systems). The business is integrated into the newly founded RHEINTACHO Vision Systems. 
Christoph Mozer, managing director of RHEINTACHO Messtechnik: "I am very pleased to be 
able to continue the long-term and trustworthy relationship we have had with Spring Coating 
Systems, the previous owner of RGK Video Systems with this step. I am also very happy to 
have been able to get the experienced staff of RGK Video Systems on board the new 
company. This means a further step in broadening the basis of the successful business 
development of RHEINTACHO group.” 

At the first joint exhibition, visitors can also look forward to a real technical highlight: a hybrid 
system for print inspection using standard and LED UV light sources. Further amazing joint 
developments are in process. Let us stay curious for upcoming industry events. 

RHEINTACHO now offers the auto-sync using a laser beam in a new portable stroboscope. 
In addition to the super-bright RT STROBE super qbLED, which has already been 
successfully launched on the market, this innovative feature is now also available in a very 
handy RT STROBE pocketLED. This is a nice piece of (patented) engineering: By using the 
laser, a reflective spot and some smart software, you can eliminate the manual searching for 
the correct flash rate. Just point the laser on the reflective spot and you will see a stand-still 
picture. 

Another new product is a very compact stationary LED strobe with integrated control. The 2-
level operator´s interface allows to choose easily between the basic mode and an extended 
range of functions; precisely tailored to the individual requirements. 

Demonstrations of these devices are possible at any time on the RHEINTACHO stand. And 
of course also “playing” around on your own. 

RHEINTACHO - Hall 4-Stand B62: Here you find bright solutions! 


